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New Year's Eve, 1999. A grisly machine gun attack in the Washington, D.C. subway system leaves

dozens dead and the city crippled with fear. A note delivered to the mayor's office connects the

massacre to the Digger, an emotionless assassin programmed to wreak havoc on the capital at

four-hour intervals, until midnight. Only a ransom of 20 million dollars delivered to his accomplice --

and mastermind -- will end the death and terror. But the Digger becomes a far more sinister threat

when his accomplice is killed in a freak accident while en route to the money drop. With the ransom

note as the single scrap of evidence, Special Agent Lukas calls upon Parker Kincaid, a retired FBI

agent and the top forensic document examiner in the country. Somehow, by midnight, they must

find the Digger -- before he finds them.
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Author Jeffrey Deaver does it again! This is an immensely entertaining, page turning read for all

thriller enthusiasts. The story line centers around an unknown killer unleashed upon Washington,

D.C.. Known as the "Digger", this maniacal killer proceeds into D.C.'s Metro Station at 9:00 AM on

New Year's Eve 1999 and begins a shooting spree that leaves many dead. The Digger has been

instructed by an unknown criminal mastermind accomplice to kill hordes of people at clocked

intervals on the eve of the millennium, unless a twenty million dollar demand for ransom is met. The

ransom note is the only communication from this criminal genius who alone can control the actions

of the killer. D.C.'s mayor agrees to pay the staggering ransom, but on the way to the drop, the



accomplice appears to have been killed in a freak traffic accident. Who can now stop the "Digger"

from his appointed rounds?Enter Parker Kincaid, document examiner extraordinaire and former FBI

agent. Kincaid has been called back as a consultant to assist the FBI who need to stop the killer

before he kills again. Kincaid is a wonderful, fully fleshed character. A single parent with his own

share of troubles, he is as interesting as is Lincoln Rhyme, another of Deaver's characters around

whom several of his books have revolved. Interestingly enough, Rhyme has a cameo appearance in

this book which should give Deaver's fans an added kick while reading this book. Like Rhyme,

Kincaid is a master of deductive reasoning and is a thinking person's detective. It is interesting how

his analysis of the ransom note provides clues for the FBI to follow up in their quest to stop the killer

before it is too late.
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